Characteristics of patients who are admitted with or acquire Pressure Ulcers in a District General Hospital; a 3 year retrospective analysis
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Introduction
There is a growing ageing population living with complex multimorbidities (Smith et al. 2012). As a consequence these individuals often have impaired mobility and are supported for prolonged periods in a bed or chair (Brown & Flood 2013). In these positions, they are exposed to loads which can lead to localized compromise of soft tissues, resulting in their breakdown and the development of chronic wounds, typically termed pressure ulcers (PUs) (National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel, European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel and Pan Pacific Pressure Injury Alliance, 2014). PUs negatively impact on patients’ rehabilitation and quality of life (Spilsbury et al. 2007). Despite the increased recent attention within the health services, their incidence rate remains unacceptably high (Gallagher et al. 2008). Indeed, it is estimated that European healthcare providers each spend between 1-4% (€1-9.2-9 billion) of their total budget per year on PU prevention and treatment (Severens et al. 2002, Dealey et al. 2012). A more recent estimate of the annual costs in the United States is US $9.1-11.6 billion (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), 2011), a value that will inevitably increase with an ever ageing population. Patients with reported pressure ulcers in the hospital setting include those who are admitted with a PU...
acquired in the community (CAPU), and those who acquire a PU during their hospital stay (HAPU) (Van-Gilder et al. 2009). Prevalence rates of PUs among inpatients in hospital settings were estimated at 12-1%, 8-9%, 11% and 10-2% in Belgium, France, Germany and the UK, respectively, of which 40-59% are HAPUs (Lahmann et al. 2006, Barrois et al. 2008, Phillips & Buttery 2009, Vanderwee et al. 2011). The prevalence rates of CAPUs are particularly high in long-term care settings such as nursing homes, with prevalence figures ranging from 8.8-53.2% (Moore & Cowman 2012).

Background

Although the problem of PUs is widely acknowledged in the healthcare sector it has only recently gained importance in political terms. The political focus is due, in part, to the emerging litigation burden to healthcare providers, which is predicted to increase due to both general societal trends and changes in the law, leading to investigation of severe pressure ulcers by government agencies to detect institutional and professional neglect of vulnerable adults (Department of Health, 2010). This has led to the current interest in determining the onset of the PU (CAPU vs. HAPU) in hospitalized patients. A recent systematic review evaluated the risk factors associated with PU development and found that mobility/activity, perfusion (including diabetes) and skin/pressure ulcer status were the primary predictors (Coleman et al. 2013). In addition, several European studies have shown associations between PU risk and the provision of support surfaces, nutritional status, urinary incontinence, cognitive impairment, low serum albumin length of hospital stay and the frequency/quality of risk assessments (Oot-Giromini 1993, Keelaghan et al. 2008, EPUAP-NPUAP 2009, Gunningberg et al. 2011, 2013). These factors have been reported to be associated with both CAPU and HAPU. Evidence, however, suggests the impact of HAPU on length of stay is more pronounced compared to CAPU, but this research was limited to patients over the age of 75 years (Theisen et al. 2012). Indeed, while the demographic and clinical practice factors may be similar for both groups of patients, the impact of the pressure ulcer on their hospital stay and readmission rates may vary. There is clearly a need to further investigate the differences between CAPU and HAPU patients across a wider hospital population.

This study aims to characterize demographic and clinical practice factors associated with community (CAPU) and hospital acquired pressure ulcers (HAPU). In particular, the study evaluated the patient demographics and key clinical outcomes including the length of hospital stay, readmissions, the provision of pressure redistributing equipment and the monitoring of pressure ulcer risk.

The study

Design

Retrospective data were collected in a District General Hospital on an island off the south coast of the UK. It serves a predominantly rural population, a significant proportion (25%) of which are over 65 years of age. The hospital has orthopaedic, surgical and medical specialties and also offers facilities for long term rehabilitation. Patients who require complex surgical medical or orthopaedic support are transferred to nearby specialist centres on the UK mainland.

Method

All patients admitted to the District General Hospital over 41 months between 2007–2010 were eligible for analysis. Throughout their hospital stay, data were collected by a single observer (GS) using a standardized reporting form to record their risk status and, where present, the location and category of any pressure ulcers. Where patients were readmitted multiple times, the first record of their hospital stay was included for analysis and their subsequent re-admissions were only documented. Clinical records were collated from all who had a Waterlow Risk assessment score of above 10 at any point during their hospital stay (defined as at risk of a pressure ulcer). Those who did not exceed this risk threshold throughout their hospital stay or did not have a PU present were not included in the analysis. Patients were assessed by a registered nurse within 24 hours of being admitted to hospital, where it was determined that they either presented with a pressure ulcer on admission (CAPU), or had no pressure ulcer present. Patients were excluded if reporting was not conducted by the primary observer (GS), to ensure data consistency. If data were missing, patients were also omitted from the analysis. The tissue viability reporting forms captured information regarding:

- The location from which the patient was admitted
- Date and time of admission
- Specific information regarding:
  1. Date of the Waterlow risk assessment.
  2. Maximum Waterlow score
  3. Site and category of pressure ulcer, where present, using the EPUAP classification system involving categories 1-4 (EPUAP-NPUAP 2009)
  4. Time at which a pressure redistributing support surface was obtained
  5. Discharge location or mortality
  6. Readmission rates over the 41 month period
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In addition, data from the hospitals central electronic resource, including age, gender and type of admission were used for analysis.

**Analysis**

Data from the patient admissions were categorized into three distinct groups, namely:

1. Patients who were at risk (Waterlow >10) during their admission, but did not develop a Pressure Ulcer (NoPU)
2. Patients who had a pressure ulcer on admission, i.e. obtained in the community setting which could include the private home, residential care or nursing home (CAPU)
3. Patients who acquired a pressure ulcer in hospital (HAPU)

Data were collated using a custom software code in Matlab (Mathworks, USA). Key patient demographics and inpatient clinical data were presented using descriptive statistics. To identify trends between the three groups (no PU, CAPU and HAPU) and their respective pressure ulcer severities (categories 1–4), a one way ANOVA test with Tukey post hoc analysis was performed for continuous variables, a Mann–Whitney U-test for ordinal scale variables and a Chi-square test for categorical variables.

**Ethics**

Institutional ethics was approved for the study (REC FOHS-6097), with approval from the Research and Governance Office of the hospital acquired prior to data analysis.

**Results**

**Patient demographics**

The demographics of the 46,254 patients admitted to the general district hospital reflected the ageing population of the local community, with a mean age of 56.6 years. Of these patients, 6,516 (14%) were considered to be at risk of developing a PU presenting with a maximum Waterlow score greater than 10 at some point during their hospital stay. These patients were distributed within the three PU sub-groups (Table 1), each of which are described separately.

**Patients who were at risk and did not acquire a pressure ulcer**

Of the total number of patients, 3,851 (8.3%) were at risk but did not acquire a PU at any point during their stay...
These patients had a mean age of 74 (SD 13) years and a median length of hospital stay of 5 days (range 1-229). This group had an average Waterlow score of 15 (SD 4) and the majority (n = 3774 or 98%) of these patients received a pressure redistributing mattress within 24 hours of being at risk of developing a pressure ulcer. Of this group, 2231 (58%) were readmitted to the hospital at least two times during the 41 month period. The vast majority (n = 3581 or 93%) were admitted from home, with the remainder being admitted from residential care (n = 193 or 5%) or nursing homes (n = 770 or 2%). Most of these patients attended, the hospital for an emergency admission (n = 2657 or 69%) as opposed to an elective procedure (n = 1194 or 31%).

Patients who presented with a Pressure Ulcer on Admission (CAPU)

There were 1267 patients presenting with one or more PUs on admission (CAPU). Of these patients, 262 had multiple PUs (between 2-7), which resulted in a total CAPU count of 1473. Patients who were admitted with a CAPU had a mean age of 80 (SD 12) years and a median hospital length of stay of 6 days (range 1-235). Of the reported CAPUs, the majority were category 1 and 2, representing 70% (n = 916) and 20% (n = 238) of the total respectively (Table 1). Although with increasing severity of CAPU there was an associated increase in the maximum Waterlow scores (Figure 1), there were no corresponding changes in the length of hospital stay (Figure 2). CAPU location did not differ significantly across the categories, with the sacral region demonstrating the highest proportion (71-77%). The majority (n = 1025 or 81%) of CAPU patients received a pressure redistributing mattress within 24 hours, although this number varied, for example only 35% (34/96) of category 3 CAPU patients received a pressure redistributing device within this time period. This patient group was risk assessed using the Waterlow score at mean intervals of approximately 4 (SD 5) days during their hospital admission. A high proportion (n = 976 or 77%) of the CAPU group was re-admitted to hospital within the 41 month study period. In addition, the majority of the group were admitted from private homes (n = 1026 or 81%) and were emergency admissions (n = 1038 or 82%).

Patients with a hospital acquired pressure ulcer (HAPU)

A total of 1398 patients acquired a pressure ulcer during their hospital stay. Of these patients, 426 (30%) had multiple PUs at different locations on the body (2-6 different PUs). This resulted in 1848 different pressure ulcers in this sub-group. These HAPU patients had a mean age of 81 ± 11 years and a median length of hospital stay of 11 days (range 1-212 days). Of the reported HAPUs, the majority were category 1 and 2 ulcers, representing 50% (n = 696) and 36% (n = 510) of the total number respectively (Table 1). The patients who developed a category 3 or 4 pressure ulcer generally exhibited a longer length of stay and an increased Waterlow score relative to those with less severe PU categories (Figures 1 & 2). The mean time interval between risk assessments was approximately 4 SD 6 days and 73% (n = 1021) of HAPU
patients received a pressure redistribution mattress within 24 hours of being at risk of developing a PU (Waterlow score >10). Over all PU grades, 58% (n = 811) were located at the sacrum and 28% (n = 319) at the heels. However, the later site was associated with a higher proportion of category 4 PUs (n = 16 or 49%). The patients presenting with HAPUs were frequently re-admitted, with 81% (n = 1132) of the primary cohort admitted to the hospital at least two times over the 41 study period. Of the HAPU patients, 78% (n = 1090) were admitted from home, with the remainder being admitted from residential care (n = 210 or 15%) or nursing homes (n = 98 or 7%). It was documented that 75% (n = 1049) of the HAPU patients were emergency admissions.

Comparison between patient sub-populations

The demographics of the three sub-groups revealed that those patients who had a Waterlow score >10 once during their hospital stay but did not develop a PU were statistically younger, demonstrated a lower peak Waterlow score, and a reduced length of stay compared to both the HAPU and CAPU groups (P < 0.01, for each case). Post hoc analysis revealed that the peak Waterlow scores and length of stay were significantly (P = 0.001) greater in the HAPU group than the no PU and CAPU groups (Figure 2). However, the age difference and frequency of risk assessment between CAPU and HAPU was not significant (P > 0.1). In addition, the trends were different with respect to PU category. Thus, while the median length of stay for HAPU group increased monotonically with PU category, there was little difference in the median length of stay for CAPU patients, across the four PU categories (Figure 2).

Close examination of Table 1 revealed the PU categories for both groups were different in distribution, with CAPUs presenting with a higher proportion (n = 916 or 70%) of category 1 PUs compared to HAPU (n = 696 or 50%). However, both sub-groups had a small proportion of the most severe category 4 PUs (n = 20 and 32, or 2% in each case). The location of the PUs also differed between groups, with the CAPU ulcers predominantly being located at the sacrum (n = 920 or 73%) and buttocks (n = 251 or 19%). By contrast, patients with HAPUs had a larger proportion (n = 376 or 28%) located at the heels (Table 1).

Discussion

This retrospective evaluation of data collected by single observer included 46,129 patients admitted to a District General hospital over a 41 month period. Of these patients, 14% were at risk of PUs according to the Waterlow risk assessment scale (score >10) at some point during their hospital stay. Patients at risk who did not acquire a PU were younger in age, tended to stay for a shorter period in hospital and were less likely to be re-admitted during the study period than those with a CAPU or HAPU. The data also revealed that HAPU patients had a longer length of stay than CAPU for all categories of PU and there were also some distinct differences in the PU location.

The similar prevalence values for CAPU and HAPU, namely 2-7% and 3-0% respectively, concurs with that generally reported in the literature (Lahmann et al. 2006, Barrios et al. 2008, Phillips & Buttery 2009). However, some studies have reported contrasting findings, for example, a cross-sectional study in Sweden reported the prevalence of HAPU was much higher than CAPU (11-6% vs. 3-3%). With respect to PU categories, this study demonstrated similar findings to those reported in the literature, namely over 50% of the pressure ulcers are category 1, and a significant proportion of PU categories 3–4 affect the heels and sacrum (Gunningberg et al. 2011). This study also revealed a disparity in hospital length of stay between CAPU and HAPU patients (Table 1), which, for all PU categories, revealed a lower average length of stay in the former patients (Figure 2), particularly pronounced when considering PU categories 3 and 4. There was also a difference in the incremental changes in length of hospital stay with PU category, with HAPUs hospital length of stay increasing monotonically with pressure ulcer category, while CAPU length of stay did not differ across the categories. Therefore, present results indicate that when assessing the socio-economic impact of pressure ulcers using factors such as length of stay, patients with CAPU and HAPU should be treated as separate patient groups. Further research is clearly needed to identify the causal significance of PU origin with regard to hospital length of stay.

Although preventative strategies, in the form of pressure redistributing support surfaces, were administered to patients at PU risk, this was not implemented within 24 hours in a substantive proportion of HAPU (27%) and CAPU (19%) cases. The timing of support surface provision is a source of current debate with literature (McInnes et al. 2012). However, the findings from this study clearly indicate that the timing of support surface provision is not optimal for those who are admitted with or develop a PU during their stay. This study also revealed that a large proportion of the HAPU and CAPU patients (77-78%) were re-admitted to hospital multiple times over the 41 month study period. This readmission rate is higher than that previously reported, with a recent systematic review highlighting rates between 40-50% (García-Pérez et al. 2011). The high number of re-admis-
sions during this study may have been a consequence of the healthcare provision for the Island community, with the hospital being the main source of provision in the locality. However, this finding is worthy of further exploration.

The major limitation of the protocol adopted in this study was the reliance on the accuracy and completeness of the reporting forms. To minimize the limitations associated with the retrospective approach data was collected from a single observer enhancing internal consistency. The documented information included a finite number of clinical factors which were used in the analysis. Preventative strategies such as, for example, patient repositioning were not reported. Clearly, the quality of the documentation will have a large effect on the accuracy of the data that is collected (Gunningberg et al. 2000).

Other important limitations include the use of peak Waterlow scores for each patient during their hospital stay. This could have omitted useful temporal changes in PU risk. In addition, the causality of increased length of stay and re-admission rates is complex, the present data do not take into account many of the factors which could account for this, for example, comorbidities. The relationship between pressure ulcer status and length of stay/readmission rates, requires further investigation to account for all the confounding factors and their potential interactions.

The results from this study are important for clinical practice as they reveal some significant differences regarding the severity and location of PUs between those admitted with and those who develop a PU during admission. For example, heel PUs accounted for 28% of all HAPUs compared to 6% of CAPUs. The high incidence of hospital acquired heel PUs indicates that preventative management, in addition to provision of support surfaces, is needed specifically for vulnerable heels in the inpatient setting. There are also some significant gaps in practice when comparing to international standards of care (National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel, European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel and Pan Pacific Pressure Injury Alliance, 2014), with delays in the provision of pressure redistribution surfaces and too infrequent assessments of risk. The significant increase in hospital length of stay for the HAPU group will also have a financial impact on the healthcare provider, with a hospital bed estimated to cost £200 per day in the UK (NHS England, 2015). The presented study also revealed a higher prevalence of CAPU and HAPU in patients that were admitted from a nursing or residential home when compared to those who were at risk but did not acquire a pressure ulcer during their stay (19-22% vs. 7%). Indeed, there is compelling evidence from the literature of high PU prevalence rates in the nursing home settings across Europe (Tannen et al., 2008). A greater understanding of how patients are managed in the hospital setting and the influence of admission location is worthy of further investigation.

Conclusion

This study has shown that patients admitted to a General District hospital with a PU (CAPU) or acquire a PU during their inpatient stay (HAPU) are older and have an extended length of stay than those at risk who do not develop a PU. This study has also shown that a proportion of HAPU and CAPU patients do not receive a pressure redistributing support surface within 24 hours of being defined at risk of PUs. The retrospective evaluation of patient records also revealed that HAPU patients have an extended length of hospital stay and have a higher proportion of pressure ulcers in the heels compared to CAPU patients. In addition, those with CAPU or HAPU were more likely to have been admitted from a nursing or residential home setting. Further prospective studies are required to investigate the care pathway factors which can influence CAPU and HAPU patients and future healthcare cost models need to address the differences observed between these patient sub-populations.
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